What's New at Mayer-Johnson

Software:
► A Speaking Dynamically Upgrade
► Five Finger Typist Software Program
► American Sign Language Dictionary on CD ROM
► And More!

Eleven Instructional Books Including:
► Communication Overlays for Engineering Training Environments, Books I, II, III, IV
► More Hands-on Reading
► I Can Cook, Too!
► And Much More!
The Picture Communication Symbols Books I, II, III

By Roxanna M. Johnson, M.A., CCC
Speech, Language, and Hearing Specialist.

PCS Book I

Good way to get started!

Book I has over 700 clear, simple symbols. As an entry-level vocabulary which includes the core of the PCS. The book is divided into six main-word categories of people, verbs, nouns, descriptive, social, and miscellaneous. Some of the topic areas include:
- food
- clothing
- days & months
- grooming
- animals
- health
- body parts
- school
A new guide is also provided with Book I. (See page 4 for more information.)

M200 PCS Book I $45.00

PCS Book II

Takes off where Book I ends!

An outstanding additional set of 1,100 symbols to add to your first PCS book. The book is divided into the same six main-word categories of Book I. The symbols are based on suggestions from PCS users. Some of the new topic areas include:
- fast food restaurant
- logo & food items
- health
- holidays
- grooming
- school
- health
- body parts

M250 PCS Book II $49.00

PCS Book III

1,400 additional symbols!

This third book is again based on suggestions from PCS users. It's full of both practical and fun symbols. The book is divided into the six main-word categories as in Book I and II. Some of the symbol topics include:
- fast food restaurant logo & food items
- story characters
- brand name soda drinks
- more communication facilitating symbols
- nursery rhymes and songs
- 45 additional blank container shapes
- additional holidays

M225 PCS Book III $49.00

To save money on the complete set, see the PCS Combo Book on the next page.

PCS Book Symbol Samples

All symbols come in 1" and 2" sizes. The symbols may be reproduced over and over again for making individualized communication aids.

M55 The Picture Communication Combo Book $119.00

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0004 • Fax (619) 550-0449

About the Picture Communication Symbols

The Picture Communication Symbols (PCS) were originally designed to create professional looking communication aids both quickly and inexpensively. They are now also used extensively in unlimited types of learning activities and lessons. The over 3,000 symbols create one of the largest picture symbol sets available today.

You will find the symbols to be:
- Simple, clear drawings that are easily recognized.
- Appropriate for all age levels.
- Divided into six main-word categories of people, verbs, nouns, descriptive, social, and miscellaneous.
- Easily combined with other symbol systems, pictures, and photographs for individualized communication aids.
- Extremely useful in endless varieties of activities and lessons.

The PCSs come in many different formats. They are available in a variety of books, stickers, stamps, and several powerful computer programs. Carefully read pages 2-5 and 25-30 for the format that best fits your needs.
Picture Symbols

Choose your own words to go above the symbols or use without any words at all! Makes translations to other languages easy!

The PCS in these two books do not have the word printed above each picture. The space left above each symbol may be used to write in any word desired. The suggested English word for each symbol is provided nearby for easy translation when needed. Perfect for using the symbols in other languages, or for using the symbols without any words. Both books:
- Include each symbol in three different sizes: 2", 1", and ¾"
- Provide an alphabet and subject index (in English)
- Are spiral-bound which allows easy photocopying

PCS Combination Book
Wordless Edition

The new Combination Book—Wordless Edition contains over 3,000 symbols from PCS Books I, II, and III. The PCS guide is included in a separate booklet (see below).  

M276  PCS Combination Wordless Edition  $99.00

The Picture Communication
Symbols Guide

This 60-page booklet is indispensable for all those new to the augmentative communication field. It includes practical, useful information concerning:
- Creating effective general and specific topic aids.
- Vocabulary selection and layout.
- Training strategies for the individual user, classroom, and institutions.
- Duplication, customizing, size selection, storing, and organizing the PCS.
- Selection techniques.
- Resource and reference lists.
- Much more.

M201 *Picture Communication Symbol Guide  $6.00
* Note: A copy of the PCS Guide is included free with items M200, M255, and M276.

¾” PCS Color Stickers

Great for use on communication devices!

The PCS color stickers have rounded corners and are designed for use on most communication devices. We chose 596 of the most commonly used symbols from both the PCS Book I and Book II (our “core” symbol set) and reduced them to ¾” size. Two copies of each symbol are provided. An alphabetical index is also included.

The backgrounds of the symbols are color-coded according to word groups:
- Social - pink
- Verbs - green
- Nouns - orange
- People - yellow
- Descriptive - blue
- Miscellaneous - white

Use anywhere you need small color-coded symbols

M230  ¾” PCS Color Stickers  $24.00

PCS Stamps

If you have grown weary of copying machines and glue, you will find the PCS stamps valuable additions to your PCS materials. Just tear off, lick, and stick.

The stamps are available in the 1¾” size only. They are printed with black ink on gummed perforated paper in a tablet form. The stamps come in multiple copies of 4, 8, or 12, depending upon the frequency of usage. All stamp sets come with both an alphabetical and categorical index. The stamps are available in two different styles:

- White background (called “Black on White”). All the stamps are printed on white paper and are arranged alphabetically.
- Color-coded background. These stamp sets are printed on different colored paper according to word categories: Social - pink; people - yellow; verbs - green; descriptive - blue; nouns - orange; miscellaneous - white. They are arranged alphabetically within color categories.

PCS Book I

The 720 Book I symbols are represented by 5,400 stamps in each set.

M205  PCS Book I Black on White 1” Stamp Set  $29.00
M209  PCS Book I Color-coded 1” Stamp Set  $34.00

PCS Book II

The 1,100 Book II symbols are represented by 9,100 stamps in each set.

M220  PCS Book II Black on White 1” Stamp Set  $39.00
M224  PCS Book II Color-coded 1” Stamp Set  $44.00

PCS Book III

The 1,400 Book III symbols are represented by 11,200 stamps in each set.

M240  PCS Book III Black on White 1” Stamp Set  $39.00
M244  PCS Book III Color-coded 1” Stamp Set  $44.00
Instructional Books

Engineering the Preschool Environment for Interactive, Symbolic Communication

By Carol Goosen*, Sharon Sapp-Crain, and Pamela S. Elder
Augmentive Communication Specialists

How to design, construct, and teach the use of displays to children in preschool environments.

Imagine a preschool environment where AAC systems are displayed everywhere...and more importantly, are being used constantly by both the students and the instructors. This 202-page book gives the practical information needed to set up such an environment. It is written simply and clearly and is full of illustrations, how-to-explanations, and examples.

Some of the information covered includes:

- The need for a Master Plan—why a master plan will help meet students communication needs in the most time-efficient way for the instructors.
- Designing the Preschool Environment
  - Phase I: Delimiting and prioritizing classroom activities
  - Phase II: Generating concentrated message pools
  - III: Determining selection technique and display format
  - IV: Creating communication display(s) for each target activity
  - V: Incorporating supplemental symbols
  - VI: Making displays and supplemental symbols readily accessible within the classroom environment
- Training Spontaneous, Generative Use—strategies for training both receptive and expressive AAC throughout the school day.

Specifications are given for such things as designing core and supplemental displays, how to make an eye-point horseshoe display, an eye-point vest, and rotary scanner display. Also included are vocabulary lists for specific activities, overlay suggestions for specific devices, and storage ideas for master displays and symbols. Further information is given on ways to attain funding, lists of manufacturers, distributors, and additional resources and much more! With the wealth of practical information given, this book should prove to be an invaluable resource for all persons working in the AAC field.

All the information needed to set up an exceptional AAC preschool program.

R326 Engineering the Preschool Environment $40.00

Communication Displays for Engineered Preschool Environments

Books I and II

By Carol Goosen*, Sharon Sapp-Crain, and Pamela S. Elder
Augmentive Communication Specialists

An incredible collection of overlays carefully planned for you!

Overwhelmed by the time required to plan and design communication displays or overlays? Help has arrived! Collectively, Communication Displays for Engineered Preschool Environments Books I and II provide a total of 396 communication displays. The displays in Books I and II are based on the same 100 activities, but are laid out in different configurations. These displays were designed for preschool environments, but may also be used appropriately with the early-school-age population. The activities on the displays deal with:

- Daily routine
- Self-help skills
- Pretend play
- Toys
- Fine-motor skills
- Gross-motor skills

Use the displays on either electronic or non-electronic communication aids. They match the symbol size and devices (as listed below). There are four different layouts: choose your book according to which layout best fits your needs, or use both books for increased flexibility.

Book I
Contains 123 displays with 16 symbols each, and 114 horseshoe eye-point displays with 13 symbols each. One of two types of displays will fit the:

- Powerpad
- Say-It-Simply Plus
- Combiboard
- Clock Communicator
- Communiclock
- Talking Eye-point Board

- MegaWolf
- SuperWolf
- Great Green Macaw
- *Macaw
- *Say-it-all-Plus
- *LightTalker
- *Message Mate 40
- *Powerpad
- *Unicorn Expanded Keyboard

- *Indicates that enlargement or reduction in symbol size and sometimes minor layout changes must be made in order for displays to fit these devices. Instructions for doing so are included in detailed charts in the books.

M327 Communication Displays, Book I $69.00
M328 Communication Displays, Book II $69.00
M329 Communication Displays, Book I and Book II (bundle) $129.00

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 • Fax (619) 550-0449
**Tools for Literacy and Communication**
By Tammy Simmons MS, CCC-SLP and Cindy Young, MSE, CCC-SLP

TLC is a collection of kid-tested stories which encourage children with or without disabilities to interact with their environment and the community around them. The 208-page book includes nine stories with activities and support materials based on the concepts of whole language and literacy. Each story includes language activities, cooking activities, innovations, suggested readings, art and music-related activities. In addition, stories include communication overlays, worksheets, and group activities suggestions. TLC effectively promotes emergent literacy, beginning reading, and beginning writing.

M310 Tools for Literacy and Communication $24.00

**Total Augmentative Communication in the Early Childhood Classroom**
By Linda J. Burkart
Special Education/Augmentative Communication/Technology Specialist

For teachers, parents, and therapists who are involved with children with limited expressive and/or receptive language abilities. It describes the concept of the total augmentative communication classroom and how to achieve it. The 264-pager covers sign language, constructing overlays, picture and symbol systems, instructional materials, strategies, emergent literacy and math skills, teaching techniques, speech and vocalizations, and more.

Also included in the appendices are Wolf hints, sample quick reference sheets, facilitated communication information, a set of supplemental symbols, and extensive lists of resources.

R350 Total Augmentative Communication $29.95

**Quick Tech Readable, Repeatable Stories and Activities**
By Peggi McNairn, Ph.D., CCC-SLP Speech and Language Specialist and Cindy Shioleto, M.Ed. Assistive Technology Specialist

An exciting 223-page book written for school-age children with special needs. The book contains stories that are based on the everyday life experiences of school-age students. The stories are:
• Full of simple, repetitive vocabulary and phrases.
• Easily followed and "read" with the aid of picture symbols on each page.
• Full of charming and lively drawings to maintain the student's interest.

Each story unit contains a story focus, literacy skill, a story synopsis, suggested educational goal, story idea, expansion, vocabulary list, references to other similar theme stories, and a storyboard/communication display specific to the story. The book also contains strategies for implementing a classroom literacy program, information on assessing literacy skill, and an extensive list of additional skill-specific literature.

M320 Quick Tech Readable, Repeatable Stories and Activities $24.00

**Preschool AAC Checklist**
By Judy Henderson, MA, CCC-SP Speech and Language Pathologist

This 116 page book is designed to monitor a student’s development in AAC skills and technology use. It is appropriate for students with approximate developmental ages from three to nine years of age. The book includes AAC System Descriptions, AAC Skills, and a Strategies and Resources section. A video “Getting Ready for ABCs with AAC” is included with each set of three books. The video focuses on the importance of building expressive language skills. Both informative and entertaining, it is perfect for showing to parents, teachers, aides, and others involved with the AAC students.

M335 Preschool AAC Checklist (3 copies) $69.00
M336 Preschool AAC Checklist (single copy) $19.00

**Quick Tech Magic Music-Based Literacy Activities**
By Peggi McNairn, Ph.D., CCC-SLP Speech and Language Specialist and Cindy Shioleto, M.Ed. Assistive Technology Specialist

Music based literacy activities for the elementary-age child!

Quick Tech Magic: Music-Based Literacy Activities masterfully weaves music with the enhancement of language and literacy skills. You’ll find this 232 page book an exciting collection of adapted songs and correlating activities. Quick Tech Magic includes:
• A tape of delightful tunes.
• Musical scores.
• Multiple language and literacy activities correlated with each of the musical scores.
• Recommended adaptations for students with special needs.

This book allows even the instructor with very limited musical skills to employ the dynamic power of music as a teaching tool. Emphasis is placed on student participation rather than teacher performance. Instructions for the adaptation of twelve musical instruments commonly found in the classroom are provided to allow varied student participation beyond singing.

M321 Quick Tech Magic: Music-Based Literacy Activities $34.00
Units
By Diane DeTommaso
Assistant Technology Specialist

Creative art, music, cooking, and literacy activities.

Units is designed to increase students' augmentative communication interaction in organized and entertaining ways. Full of ready-to-use activities, Units will save teachers and therapists precious time. Units is organized into eight entertaining and educational topics which include:

- Shapes
- Transportation
- My body
- The alphabet
- Winter fun
- Animals
- Indians
- Community workers

Each topic contains goals and objectives, art and craft activities, ready-made communication displays, songs, musical activities, and adapted recipes with symbol recipe cards.

Fun for students! A time saver for teachers!

M370 Units $29.00

Playtime
By Linda G. Richman, M.S., CCC
Speech, Language and Hearing Specialist

A book full of fun, simple, and creative games which help encourage self-expression through play.

Playtime is a 252-page book combining fun, interactive games with original and lively poems. The focus is on the expression of nouns using verbalization and symbols. The activities are perfect for vocabulary expansion as well as improving word retrieval and word sequencing skills. Students work on initiating self-expression to communicate needs, wants, likes, and dislikes.

Playtime's games are divided into two types: hiding games and choosing games. Five major chapters are organized by the categories of nouns used in the games:

- Food Galore
- Toys Galore
- Animals Galore
- People and More
- More than Before

Playtime provides the symbols needed for each activity. In addition, beautifully drawn, cartoon-style pictures are used in a way to motivate and stimulate communication. Have fun with these child-centered games while promoting interaction through turn taking, making choices, and self-expression.

M391 Playtime $29.00

Storytime Series
By Pat King De Baus, M.S., CCC-SLP
Speech and Language Specialist

Storytime, Holiday Fun!

Storytime Series has 218 pages with 6 new entertaining and interactive holiday stories and suggested related activities. Includes all activities for art, writing, play, and cooking.

R340 Storytime $24.00

Storytime software also available. See page 34.

R341 Storytime, Holiday Fun $29.00

This Is the One I Want
By Linda G. Richman, M.S., CCC
Speech, Language, and Hearing Specialist

A creative cut-and-paste activity book with hours of constructive, organized fun for the nonspeaking student.

This Is the One I Want integrates the PCS into a series of entertaining but structured activities and exercises. It is appropriate for any special needs student who enjoys creating simple pictures. The use of the picture symbols also allows for the physically challenged student to participate by directing activities.

This Is the One I Want is divided into five chapters dealing with the topics of food, holidays and seasons, the environment, around the house, and out in the community. Each chapter consists of multiple lesson activities dealing with the chapter's theme.

Each lesson contains:

- Detailed instructions on how to complete the lesson.
- Drawings to cut, color, and paste together. (Picture symbols at the top of the page allow immediate discussion of the activity).
- 1-3 pages of symbol activity sheets corresponding to each newly created picture.
- A suggested list of questions on the activity topic that may be used to stimulate spontaneous conversation.
- A communication board with symbols that correspond to the chapter lessons. This program is not only highly enjoyable for the student, but also encourages the use of picture symbols as a way to communicate.

An invaluable resource of structured activities and exercises using picture symbols.

M390 This Is the One I Want $29.00

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0064 • Fax (619) 550-0449
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Hands-on Reading
By Jane Kelly and Teresa Friend
Speech, Language, and Hearing Specialists

A creative activity book based on popular children's literature.

Hands-on Reading uses an interactive, whole language approach to reading and learning. The 430 pages consist of a series of creative and entertaining thematic units based on common children's stories. All units are designed to involve both speaking and non-speaking students, while promoting emergent literacy. Below are listed the four thematic units and the books that coordinate with them:

Food
- The Very Hungry Caterpillar
- Peanut Butter and Jelly
- The Potluck Supper
- Pancakes, Pancakes
- Green Eggs and Ham
- More Spaghetti I Say!

Animals
- Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
- Jump, Frog, Jump
- The Very Busy Spider
- Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?
- Dear Zoo
- Old MacDonald Had a Farm

Clothes
- Mary Wore Her Red Dress
- The Best Dressed Bear
- Jesse Bear, What Will You Wear?
- Whose Shoe?
- Whose Hat?
- The Little Old Lady Who Wasn't Afraid of Anything
- The Jacket I Wear in the Snow

Hygiene/Body Parts
- Harry the Dirty Dog
- Ruh-A-Dub-Dub, What's in the Tub?
- Andrew's Bath
- Teddy Bear, Bear, What Are You Doing?
- Hie Are My Hands
- Teddy Bear, Bear, What Do You Say?

These stories have been chosen for their content, illustrations, popularity, vocabulary, and repetition. The books are not included with Hands-on Reading, but are common children's books that may be found in libraries and bookstores. The activities and exercises for each literary selection include:

- A variety of fun cut-and-paste activities that reinforce the theme and vocabulary of each story.
- Appropriate related musical selections and songs for singing, signing, and/or miming.
- A series of entertaining worksheets utilizing the PCS.
- A vocabulary listing to guide both story selection and vocabulary review.
- Communication displays that can be used alone or with the Wolf and Macaw communication devices.

A fantastic way to include and involve your students in the magic of a good book!

M324 Hands-on Reading $34.00

More Hands-on Reading
By Jane Kelly and Teresa Friend
Speech, Language, and Hearing Specialists

More stories and more fun!

More Hands-on Reading is presented in the same format as Hands-on Reading. The main differences are that More Hands-on Reading provides:
- More activities: music, props, art, cooking, literacy, and curriculums activities
- No vocabulary lists

The selection of 16 classic children's books in More Hands-on Reading have been grouped into three thematic units:

Holiday
- Big Pumpkin
- Over the River and Through the Wood
- Corduroy's Christmas
- The Gingerbread Man
- Easter Parade

Family Fun
- All by Myself
- Are You My Mother?
- "More More More" Said the Baby
- Don't Wake Up Mama
- A Clean House for Mole and Mouse
- Goodnight Moon

Seasons of the Year
- Chicken Soup with Rice
- The Snowy Day
- Something Is Going to Happen
- The Carrot Seed
- The Pig's Picnic

If you liked Hands-on Reading, you will love More Hands-on Reading!

M324 More Hands-on Reading $34.00

Who, What and Why
by Jackie L. Sunstik, MA, CCC-SLP

Organized, fun activities to teach and reinforce the asking and answering of questions.

This 169-page book is designed to teach students to both understand and ask simple questions. Real-life situations and objects are combined with activity sheets for meaningful, personalized lessons. It is appropriate for use with nonverbal and/or limited language students. Picture symbols used throughout the activity sheets provide visual reinforcement for every lesson. Topic-specific communication boards are also provided throughout the book.

The seven chapters of Who, What, and Why provide a range of activities centered around a central topic or game:

- Taste Testing
- Who's Who at School
- What is it?
- My Story
- Who's Who in the Community
- "Why?" "Which One?" "Because"

A valuable addition for any language development program.

M401 Who, What and Why $29.00

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 • Fax (619) 550-0449
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Interactive Augmentative Communication Program

By Susan D. Hough, Michelle Lubetky, Kathy Taylor, Terri Tanquino
Speech and Language Specialists and Computer Specialists


The Interactive Augmentative Communication Program (IACP) is a culmination of ten years of research and hands-on experience in the field of augmentive communication and assistive technology. It brings together literacy, art, cooking, and computer activities into integrated lessons for students. The format is easy to use for communication specialists or teaching professionals new to the area of augmentive communication. The IACP provides the following:

• Assessment protocols
• Communication overlays
• A parent's resource guide
• Theme-based intervention strategies
• Home and community training activities
• Apple II computer software (see below)

The book has ten activity units which cover the following high-interest topics:

• All About Me
• Food
• Drama and Feelings
• Seasons and Birthdays
• Our Environment
• Clothes/Halloween
• Holiday Cheer
• Friendship
• Our Community
• Computer Olympics

Software programs included!

The IACP also includes three software programs designed by Bill Ziegler for the Apple II computer (not Macintosh). These programs are accessible with a single switch or keyboard and include data disks which correspond to units in the IACP.

The program titles are:

• Talking Flashcards
• Test Tutor/Talking Screen Scanner
• Communication Board

Each theme lesson lists goals and objectives. There is a step-by-step guide for each activity along with suggestions and recommendations for specific hearing or speaking problems. There are special instructions on how to utilize the enclosed software in the daily lessons. The theme lessons build on each other giving the teacher or therapist a focused activity direction to use for the month. All pages may be photocopied for repeated use.

Stimulating and fun activities make facilitating AAC easy.

M323 Interactive Augmentative Communication Program $39.00

Math Exercises for Nonreaders

By Anne Marie Johnson, B.S.Ed., M.Ed.

Math Exercises for Nonreaders is a series of learning activities, worksheets, and teaching suggestions for nonreaders K through 12. The 208-page book is divided into chapters which cover the following:

• Number recognitions
• Number matching
• Calculator skills
• Basic-counting skills
• Simple addition and subtraction
• Grocery math

In addition, there are over 100 dot-to-dot activities ranging from simple to complex.

This book approaches the subject of math in a fun and creative way. The book uses Picture Communication Symbols in all the math activities. The selected symbols are appropriate for all age and learning levels. The worksheets and activities are designed to teach basic math skills, write the central theme in the book stresses job training, community training, and life-skills education. The worksheets are structured to both encourage learning and improve generalization. The overall goal of the book is to help the student feel more comfortable with mathematics and the contexts in which math concepts are used.

M303 Math Exercises for Nonreaders $24.00

RAPS (Reading Activities Project for Older Students)

By Southwest Human Development Inc.
Editor: Dr. Caroline Ramsey Musselwhite

RAPS is an exciting book that targets the older student (upper elementary and middle school students) but is not limited to that age group. The 10 story units provided help students build language, social, literacy, sequencing, and self-help skills in a highly enjoyable way. Each story includes a symbolized story (to be read in "rap" style), a symbol display for story retelling, a symbol display for story page community visits, and suggested extension activities. The stories all have repeatable lines (that add to the "rap" rhythm) and a motivating theme that is age-appropriate and functional.

All the benefits of rhythm without having to stay on key!

M315 RAPS $50.00

Stories About Mel

By Linda G. Hoffman, M.S., CCC

A book of stories to be customized for each individual.

Here's a chance for clients of all ages to "write" and "read" stories about themselves. Each story is 4 or 5 pages long and is made properly with the PCS. The clients fills in the blanks to personalize each story. Over 200 pages of reproducible stories are divided into the categories of home and family, school, activity, sports, holiday, weather, health, and augmentative aids.

Stories About Mel is effective because the customized stories provide clients with a way to share a variety of their experiences with others. The completed stories may be kept together at "hand" of the client's experiences. The stories reinforce basic reading skills such as left to right progression and some sight word reading.

M385 Stories About Mel $29.99

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 Fax (619) 550-0449
**Engineering Training Environments for Interactive, Augmentative Communication**

By Pamela S. Elder and Carol Goossens

Guidelines for implementing augmentative communication training are provided in this invaluable 280-page resource book. The book is geared for adolescents in public schools or adults in postschool training environments. Clear steps describe a systematic approach to the integration of augmentative communication in domestic living, vocational training, leisure/recreational, and community-living activities.

Interactive augmentative communication is established through a series of phases of identifying and prioritizing activities, generating interactive scripts, creating communication overlays, making overlays and devices readily accessible, and training spontaneous, interactive communication. Innovative information regarding the development of scripts, the selection of single-meaning versus multimeaning symbols, and the design of activity-based overlays and supplemental symbols is included.

In addition, extensive instructions are provided regarding the fabrication of stationary and portable options for mounting devices in training environments. Floor plans of engineered communication training are provided.

**Price:** $39.00

---

**Communication Overlays for Engineering Training Environments, Books I, II, III, IV**

by Pamela S. Elder and Carol Goossens

An incredible collection of overlays in the four major matrix designs!

Wishing for communication overlays that...Are relevant to the life activities of adolescents and adults?...Have vocabulary appropriate for adolescents and adults?...Have a consistency in overlay design and symbol placement?

This series of overlay resource books is designed for adolescents and adults who are moderately to severely developmentally delayed. Collectively, Communication Overlays for Engineered Preschool Books I, II, III and IV provide a total of 479 communication displays. The displays in all the books are based on the same 63 activities, but are laid out in different configurations. The activities on the displays deal with:

- Domestic Living
- Vocational Training
- Leisure/Recreation
- Community Living

See page 17 for the appropriate book of overlays for specific commercially made communication devices.

---

**Overlay Books I, II, III, IV**

**Book I Matrix — 8 Symbol Overlay**
Contains 150 displays with 8 symbols each. This 2-page display is designed for the Macaw family and will fit the following:
- TouchTalker
- AlphaTalker
- Kenx* on Board
- Message Mate 20
- Mini Message Mate
- Key Largo
- Cheap Talk 8
- DigiVox

**Book II Matrix — 9 Symbol Overlay**
Contains 155 displays with 9 symbols each. This type of display will fit the following:
- SuperWolf
- MegaWolf
- Hawk
- BlackHawk
- Say-It-Simply Plus
- PowerPad

**Book III Matrix — 32 Symbol Overlay**
Contains 87 displays with 32 symbols each. This 2-page display is designed for the Macaw family and will fit the following:
- TouchTalker
- AlphaTalker
- Kenx* on Board
- Message Mate 20
- Mini Message Mate
- Key Largo
- Cheap Talk 8
- DigiVox

**Book IV Matrix — 36 Symbol Overlay**
Contains 87 displays with 36 symbols each. This type of display will fit the following:
- SuperWolf
- MegaWolf
- Hawk
- BlackHawk
- Say-It-Simply Plus
- PowerPad

*Indicates that enlargement or reduction in symbol size and sometimes minor layout changes must be made in order for displays to fit these devices. Instructions for doing so are included in detailes charts in the books.
Social Skills Stories
Functional Picture Stories for Readers and Nonreaders K-12

Anne Marie Johnson, B.S.Ed., M.Ed., and Jackie L. Susnik, MA, CCC-SLP

An excellent book for middle and high school students.

Social Skills Stories is designed to help students improve their social interaction skills. Topics are presented in playfully illustrated stories. Each targeted skill has a story illustrating the skill being done appropriately and inappropriately. These simple stories provide a wonderful way to begin discussions. Also included are multiple corresponding activity sheets and carryover activities for the classroom, community, and home. The topics include:

- Greetings
- Social space
- Gift giving and buying
- Use of appropriate conversation topics

Your students will love getting to know "Ted Too Close," "Isaac Interrupts," "Gary Greets," "Connie Comments," and others!

M293 Social Skills Stories $29.00

I Can Cook, Too!

by Patricia L. Mervine, Marie Mark, and Michele Burton

Have fun cooking while practicing basic concepts, sequencing, and multisensory experiences.

Here's a chance for all children to participate in fun-filled, hands-on cooking activities. The 330-page book has 45 recipes with tips that contain:

- Preparation and instructional tips
- A simple but creative recipe in both words and symbols
- Follow-up activities which include fine and gross motor skills receptive and expressive language, social skills, and literacy experiences

Communication cards for use on a cooking activity placemat.

Low- and no-tech adaptations for children with special needs.

The recipes are arranged according to the calendar and provide at least one theme for each week of the school year. I Can Cook, Too! is a wonderful resource for regular and special education classroom teachers, speech/language therapists, occupational therapists, parents, and recreational group leaders.

Mac CD ROM — Optional Software — Colors, I Can Cook, Too! recipe communication cards are available for the Mac on CD ROM. All of the cards are Boardmaker files and require:

- A CD ROM player
- Boardmaker 3.0 or greater
- Mac computers
- Color printer (to print color boards)

M337 I Can Cook, Too! (book only) $39.00
M195 I Can Cook, Too! (Mac CD ROM software) $19.00

LIFE
(Learning Independence through Functional Experiences)

By Kathy Staugler and Karen Leugr

LIFE is a 208-page book based on stories and activities designed to help teenagers practice skills necessary for community or independent living. All skills and activities are symbolized for non-speaking students. The book has 8 units covering the following topics:

- Learning about me
- Shopping
- Eating out
- Dressing for work
- Where shall I live
- Cooking at home
- Looking for a job
- Health and safety

Included with each unit are goals and objectives, vocabulary words, math activities, sentence building, book ideas, learning games, application information, independent learning activities, and more. At the end of each unit, there is a "grand finale" to practice the new skills in a community setting.

M371 LIFE $24.00

Health Units for Nonreaders
(Formerly Reading About Your Health)

By Joy Cole, Pam LePage, and Lana McFarlane

Health Units for Nonreaders contains short picture symbol stories and activities related to health. It was developed in the classroom to teach low-level vocabulary, sentence building, picture reading, and reading comprehension skills using the PCS.

The book is divided into four units: exercise; the four food groups, grooming, and the five senses. Each unit comes with a picture symbol story, multiple work sheets, a vocabulary list, a student progress form, suggested goals, detailed instructions for implementing the unit, and a communication board.

M350 Health Units for Nonreaders $24.00

What's in Your Home? What's in Your Community?

By Pam LePage and Lana McFarlane

These workbooks are designed for students who need practice with such skills as symbol identification, association, matching, workbook skills (rewriting, circling, cutting, and pasting), and working independently. The symbols used in the books are commonly used words. Illustrations are provided to facilitate association between the symbol and real life. Each workbook includes discussion sheets, study sheets, vocabulary and association work sheets, unit reviews, and multiple choice unit review worksheets.

R501 What's in Your Home? (one workbook) $8.00
R502 What's in Your Home? (five workbooks) $35.00
R511 What's in Your Community? (one workbook) $8.00
R512 What's in Your Community? (five workbooks) $35.00

No copies necessary! Low-level workbooks that students may keep at their own.
**Simply Silly About Sentences**  
By Suzanne M. Watt, M.A., CCC  

Have fun while practicing simple sentence structures!  

Simply Silly About Sentences is a 280-page book of reproducible low-level language exercises. It is designed for clients of all ages who need repetitive practice expressing basic three- and four-word sentence structures. The PCS are used to create sentences, allowing use by both the non-speaking and speaking client.

The book is divided into eight chapters according to what part of the sentence is being focused on. Each chapter uses a consistent and repetitive vocabulary to help the client focus on sentence structure. The program contains five main topic areas:  
- Grooming  
- Meals  
- Body Parts  
- Clothing  
- Chores

Don’t let your clients miss this unique opportunity to be “silly” while practicing simple language expression!  

M330 Simply Silly About Sentences $29.00

---

**Introduction to Kitchen Appliances**  
By Linda G. Richman, M.S., CCC  

An instructional book promoting independence in the kitchen.  

A 144-page workbook designed for students in programs teaching the use of appliances in school/home settings.

Units include:  
- Stove  
- Oven  
- Microwave  
- Refrigerator  
- Freezer  
- Review

Each chapter moves in sequence from general to specific facts. New information is gradually increased with continuous repetition. The review chapter compares and contrasts the appliances. Both function and safety tips are incorporated into the lessons.

All the work sheets are self-explanatory. The PCS are used throughout so that students need not be readers to respond to questions. After each appliance is introduced there are cut and paste, multiple choice, and fill-in-the-blank activities.

Reinforces basic but important information about the kitchen.

M395 Introduction to Kitchen Appliances $24.00

---

**Everybody’s Doing It!**  
By Linda G. Richman, M.S., CCC  

A 440-page sourcebook of action pictures to be customized.

Everybody’s Doing It! targets 55 commonly used verbs in 527 action situations. Each action is depicted in at least three situations.

The pictures provided are adaptable to many different types of language activities. Characters in the actions are drawn without hair and without clothes. Communication boards are provided so the client can tell you how to dress and customize the character (or they can do it themselves). Included in the boards are colors, descriptive words, feelings, and clothing items. Also included is an appendix of over 200 one-inch verb symbols that are referred to in this book.

All pictures are copyrightable, allowing this book to be used for many different clients an unlimited number of times.

M375 Everybody’s Doing It! $29.00

---

**Listen to This!**  
An Auditory Processing Program  
By Linda G. Richman, M.S., CCC

One of the largest collections of exercises available using picture symbols.

Listen to This! is a 290-page book designed for clients with auditory processing disorders or simply how language abilities. It is appropriate for both non-speaking and speaking clients of any age. You will find the program reinforces symbol identification, requires the client to listen carefully to what is said, process it, scan the symbols for the correct answer, and then indicate the answer.

In addition it gives the client repetitive practice in five of the major problem areas contributing to auditory processing disorders (the five chapters of the book):  
- Categorization  
- Word retrieval  
- Auditory association  
- Problem solving  
- Auditory memory

No reading is required by the client to successfully complete the exercises.

Listen to This! provides hours of practical exercises that may be used over and over again for all types of clients!

M380 Listen to This! $29.00

---

**Listen to These Nouns & Listen to Those Verbs**  
By Linda G. Richman, M.S., CCC  

Auditory processing exercises for the higher-level client.

These two books continue where Listen to This! leaves off. They focus on auditory processing skills while building experience with vocabulary words, semantic relationships, phrases, and expressions. Both books are intended for speaking and non-speaking clients with language delays, language/learning disabilities, or organizational deficits. Both are intended to be used with adults with aphasia or head injuries who are in need of cognitive retaining.

More is required cognitively of the student while working on these two books than with Listen to This! Clients are asked to:  
- Know the meanings of a wide range of vocabulary, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositional and spatial terms.  
- Interpret and understand familiar and new expressions  
- Understand multiple meanings of words.  
- Understand cause-effect relations, predict outcomes, fill in missing information, and draw conclusions.

Listen to These Nouns  
(238-pages) divided into three sections:  
- Nouns  
- Adjectives  
- Associations

Listen to Those Verbs  
(264-pages) divided into five sections:  
- Verbs  
- Intentions  
- Expressions  
- People  
- Prepositions

A detailed description of contents and rationale precedes each section. Six picture symbols are provided on each page from which the client chooses the answers. Simple instructions on every page allow the exercises to be sent home or used by aides. All exercises may be photocopied.

M396 Listen to These Nouns $29.00
M397 Listen to Those Verbs $29.00
M398 Listen to These Nouns & Listen to Those Verbs (bundle) $49.00
Picture Symbol Lotto
A simple game everyone can enjoy!
Each game includes four sturdy lotto boards and thirty-six matching cards. This game strengthens symbol recognition, matching skills, and the concept of color-coding word groups as communication displays. For 1-4 players.

M650 Picture Symbol Lotto $16.00

Now in full color.

The Picture Bingo Games
By Lana McFarlane and
Pam LePage
Special Education Teachers
These four bingo games each concentrate on a specific word category: food, clothing, grooming, and community. Each game has 20 picture bingo boards, 30 symbol flash cards, 30 word flash cards, and 180 markers. Up to 20 students can be learning and having fun at the same time.

R500 Food Picture Bingo $19.00
R525 Clothing Picture Bingo $19.00
R475 Grooming Picture Bingo $19.00
R505 Community Picture Bingo $19.00

Zoo Kit
By Jane Mills, M.A. CCC
Hours of carefully organized language lesson plans.
Come visit the animals at the zoo with Abby and Arnie! The detailed sequential lesson plans include all sorts of related games, work sheets, and discussions that make the presentation of fun, interactive, organized language lessons simple. The abundant materials provided include:
- Over 3,000 color coded symbol stamps for use on the worksheets.
- 16 worksheet masters.
- 2 decks of symbol cards.
- 1" and 2" symbol masters of key vocabulary items for photocopiers.

M460 Zoo Kit $29.00
M471 Kit Bundle (Zoo & Holiday Kit) $44.00

Holiday Kit
The materials needed to "talk" about the holidays.
This unique set of materials focuses on some of the things students love to talk about during the holidays and other special days. Included in the kit are:
- Premade color-coded communication boards in both 1" and 2" sizes for 9 of the major holidays (18 boards in all).
- Over 250 holiday symbols in 1" and 2" sizes.
- 12 blank color-coded boards so you can design your own boards.
- A folder to display the holiday boards (see catalog M735).
- An information sheet about each of 24 holiday/special days.
- 2 different master work sheets that can be used for all of the holidays.

M325 Holiday Kit $29.00

Life Experiences Communication Kit
By Symbols For Success
A ready-to-use kit for teaching specific daily life activity skills
This kit provides the instructor with 11 separate "lesson plans" with teaching materials designed for nonspeaking or limited speech students. The "life experience" activities include making juice, coffee, iced tea, peanut butter sandwiches, lunch meat sandwiches, tuna sandwiches, cleaning the table, washing face and hands, going to a restaurant, and working on a computer. Each "lesson" comes complete with an 8 1/2" x 11" laminated mini communication board, and 1" color-coded symbols. There is a concise, step-by-step picture direction sheet and an instruction sheet.

R400 Life Experiences Communication Kit $39.00

ColorCards
By Winslow Press
ColorCards are boxed sets of beautifully produced high quality photographs from England. All of the images are easily recognized because of the nondistracting backgrounds. They are printed on high quality stock and laminated for durability and ease of cleaning. Each card in the Everyday Objects and Verb sets are 8 1/2" by 5 1/2" (210 x 148 mm). The Food and Home sets are considered ColorLibraries, with each card measuring 4 1/4" by 5 1/2" (105 x 149 mm). Suitable for both children and adults, ColorCards provide unlimited possibilities for language activities.

R605 FoodColorLibrary $59.00

Food
The Food set is a ColorLibrary of 96 common food items. Brand names and packaging are not used in this set, making it a universal and timeless collection of photographs. The six categories are:
- Fruit
- Vegetables
- Basics (e.g. bread, pasta, rice)
- Prepared Food (e.g. baby meal, Chinese meal, egg, and bacon)
- Drinks
- Snacks

R606 Everyday Object ColorCards $39.95

Everyday Objects
This set consists of 48 carefully selected familiar objects from six color-coded categories. The categories are:
- Food
- Toys
- Appliances
- Household
- Personal
- Furniture

These cards are perfect for naming, vocabulary expansion, listening and classification activities.

R607 Verbs ColorCards $39.95

Verbs
This superb set shows 48 commonly seen and easily recognized actions. Actions such as brush, cut, knit, break, carry, point, drink, step, talk, clap, crawl, ride, and walk are just a few of the verbs contained in this set. The persons shown are both male and female, young and old, and with varied ethnicity. A great resource for teaching pronouns as well as the often difficult category of verbs.

R608 Home ColorLibrary $59.00

Home
The Home set is a ColorLibrary of 96 easily identified items found in the home. The cards are organized in six categories:
- Lounge/Family Room: (armchair, table, stereo, TV).
- Dinner/Dining Room: (plate, tray, tumblers/glasses, vise).
- Kitchen: (dustpan and brush/broom, jug/pitcher, wooden spoons).
- Bedroom: (chest of drawers, co/bed, wardrobe/closet).
- Bathroom: (bathtub, toilet, sink).
- Study: (clock, computer, stapler, telephone).

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 Fax (619) 550-0449
Communication Training Board Kits

By Linda W. Dyer, Special Education Teacher

The Communication Training Board (CTB) Kits are designed to make it simple to use one board for the training of many nonspeaking persons. The symbols and symbol placements can be quickly switched for each trainee's vocabulary needs and placement experimentation. Each CTB Kit comes equipped with a communication board with clear vinyl pockets, one piece of non-glare Flenxlglas, four clips to attach the Flenxlglases, card stock in seven different colors for symbol mounting, a vinyl carrying case, and an instruction/suggestion sheet.

**M900** The (CTB) Mini-board (8 1/2" x 11") Kit
Has 35 pockets for 1" symbols
$19.00

**M902** The (CTB) 2" Board (11 3/4" x 19") Kit
Has 24 pockets for 2" symbols.
$29.00

Lifespace Access Profile & Upper Extension

W. B. Williams, MA; FPS; G. Stenach, MS, CC-SP; S. Wolfe, MA, OTR; C. Staiger, MS

**Lifespace Access Profile** A comprehensive assessment instrument for professionals and parents. The profile is designed to facilitate a team approach to assistive technology planning. The profile guides the team through a step-by-step evaluation of the person's physical, cognitive, emotional, and support resources. It analyzes the person's use of technology at home, school, work, and in the community.

The 46-page manual presents detailed instructions on administering and rating the scales. Price includes 10 protocols and 10 report forms.

**R$30** Lifespace Access Profile $69.95

**R$31** Additional Protocols (10-pack) $10.00

**The Communication Board-Builder 3.0**

Developed by Michael Birch, Computer Specialist, and Jana Birch, Special Education Teacher, of ComputerPaced Productions

**A low-cost program for making communication boards. A powerful program that's easy to learn!**

Communication Board-Builder allows you to construct communication boards quickly and smoothly and print them out on your printer. Symbols may be selected by pointing and clicking on each symbol, or you can type in a list of symbol names and the computer will find them for you. Pages work as ready-made mini boards or may be placed together to make larger boards for folders, binders, laptrays, etc. Your work may then be saved on disk for later use or editing.

Board-Builder allows you to make communication boards on the Macintosh in two languages. You can click on a translate button, your communication board will change to the second language allowing you to print the board in either language. The Board-Builder is provided in an English-Spanish format. However, it is easy for you to replace either or both of the two languages by typing in any new language in place of the original.

You will find the Communication Board-Builder easy to use (you will probably learn to use it effectively in less than 30 minutes). "The Board-Builder makes symbols 1½" in size, produces pages sized 6¼" x 3½", and allows you to easily customize the words over the symbols. The program includes:

- (2) 3½" disks with over 3,000 symbols (from the PCS Books 1, 2, and 3 are included).
- A manual describing in simple terms how to use the program.
- A mid-sized communication book (catalog number M784).

The Board-Builder pages fit neatly into this book.

**M175** The Communication Board-Builder 3.0 (Mac) $169.00

**M177** Board-builder Multi-location site license for 5 users $425.00

The Patient Care Advisories

Donald Graves, M.C.L., SLP

**The Patient Care Advisories** are a series of illustrated messages to be used in hospital settings. Each advisory has been designed to be easy and quickly understood at a glance. Posted near the patient, staff, family and visitors will be aware of key information concerning that patient’s care management. Topics covered include:

- Hearing Loss
- Hearing Aids
- Language Skills
- Articulation
- Voice
- Dysphagia
- Equipment Reminders
- AAC
- Forgetfulness & Disorientation

The PCA's are to be copied and personalized as needed. Also included is a MAC Boardmaker disk for Boardmaker users to easily produce completely personalized advisories (requires Boardmaker 3.0 or greater to use disk).

**M415** The Patient Care Advisories $29.00

Comparing the Boardmaker and Board-Builder

Both of these programs are designed to make communication displays. Below is a comparison of the programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boardmaker (p. 26)</th>
<th>Board-Builder (p. 25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macintosh or Windows</td>
<td>Macintosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$399</td>
<td>$169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of symbols</td>
<td>2000+ (Books 1, 2, &amp; 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any size</td>
<td>Any size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol Size</td>
<td>Any Spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol Spacing</td>
<td>Better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol Quality</td>
<td>Any up to 24&quot; by 21&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Size</td>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Translations</td>
<td>Black &amp; white only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 • Fax (619) 550-0449
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Boardmaker™
Concept developed by the staff at Enneak, of Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
For Macintosh & Windows

An incredibly flexible and powerful communication display maker!

Boardmaker is a graphics database containing over 3,000 Picture Communication Symbols (from PCS Books I, II, & III) in bitmapped clip art form. The program allows you to:

- Make a professional looking communication display in minutes.
- Quickly find pictures and paste them into your display with a mouse click.
- Make the pictures any size and with any spacing.
- Print and save your copy on disk for later use.
- Print your displays in black & white or color (if you have a color printer).
- Store, name, retrieve, resize, and paste pictures that you have scanned in or drawn on your computer.
- Make work sheets, picture instruction sheets, reading books, journals, or posters. These may be made in Boardmaker or by pasting the pictures in your desktop publishing program.

Language features of Boardmaker:

- Each symbol is translated into 10 languages and may be found and printed in any of the languages. This means that you can build a communication board in Spanish (or any of the other languages) without knowing how to speak the language.
- Symbols may be copied with: 1) no text above the symbol, 2) one language above the symbol, or 3) any two languages above the symbol.
- A resource editor is included which allows you to change all of the screens, menus, and commands into any language.
- Additional languages may be added by typing over existing languages.

Boardmaker includes:

- The Boardmaker program containing approximately 3,000 Picture Communication Symbols from Books I, II, and III. Each Boardmaker comes with a set of black and white symbols and a set of color symbols.
- A drawing program.
- Assorted premade blank grids for making communication boards or overlays.
- A manual and video showing you how to use the Boardmaker to set up communication boards.

Macintosh System Requirements:
- System 7 or greater
- Macintosh Plus or greater
- 4 megs of RAM
- Hard disk space required:
  - 6 megabytes for Black & White Symbols
  - 16 megabytes for Color Symbols
  - 22 megs for a full set of color and black & white symbols

M120 Boardmaker (Mac) $399.00
M122 Boardmaker Multi-location Site License for 5 Users $1000.00
More site license information page 25

PC System Requirements:
- 4 megs of RAM
- Ability to run Windows 3.1 or Windows 95
- Hard disk space required:
  - 6 megabytes for Black & White Symbols
  - 8 megabytes for Color Symbols
  - 14 megs for a full set of color and black & white symbols

M125 Boardmaker for Windows $399.00
M136 Boardmaker for Windows Multi-location Site License for 5 Users $1000.00
More site license information page 25
Speaking Dynamically™
From King Software Development
Flexible dynamic screen communication using the power of your Macintosh

Speaking Dynamically is software that will turn your Macintosh desktop or portable computer into a truly powerful dynamic screen communication device. You can create a series of interconnected, colorful, on-screen picture or text-based communication boards that talk. Selecting a button on-screen can make the computer speak, play recordings, launch other programs, change communication boards, and much, much more.

- Over 60 color ready-made sample boards are provided with the program. These sample boards are designed to get you off to a fast start and to give you ideas of how you can make your own custom boards.
- Boards may be as simple or intricate as necessary. Use from one to any number of buttons.
- The user can access the on-screen communication boards using a mouse, trackball, joystick, touchscreen, alternate keyboard, head pointer, or by switching with any of the built-in scanning methods. Customized sets of communication boards can be created so you can use the same computer with different individuals.
- Utilize the high-quality MacnTalk voices included with the program, or record your own voice for use on your boards.

- Make your boards using the 3000 pictures from the Boardmaker program (Boardmaker is not included, see page 27 for ordering information). Or you can bring actual photographs into the communication screens by using a scanner or QuickTake camera.
- Launch other programs from Speaking Dynamically simply by selecting a button.
- Incorporate QuickTime® movies into your communication board.
- For Kernex® users: Speaking Dynamically now will disable and re-enable the Kernex scanning arrays, creating smooth interaction.

Picture
Sentences

Create spontaneous speech easily by using multiple boards to compose picture sentences.
You can create multiple, interconnected boards with a variety of pictures, actions, objects, places, or phrases that can be used to compose novel speech.
- Picture buttons and displays allow you to build picture sentences.
- The software allows you to have the computer highlight each picture as it speaks a picture sentence. Picture sentences may also be printed.
- Use the synthesized speech or record your own messages for the picture buttons.
- Incorporate boards with storybook characters so a child can create a picture story they can print out.

Construct lessons, reading tutors, or storybooks to facilitate classroom inclusion.
Classroom inclusion has become an important focus for today's special needs educators. By making a few simple changes to the design of a basic communication board, you can create a wide variety of functional and instructional boards for the classroom.
- Give the student a voice for interactive activities such as songs, games, nursery rhymes, stories, or even a classroom play.
- Create story boards for inclusion during circle-time reading activities.
- Teach word choice and basic sentence structure using pictures, phrases, or a combination of both.
- Build stories that read and highlight words to help a student practice their literacy skills.

On-screen
Keyboards

You can create talking, on-screen word processors for any skill level or access method.
Simple talking keyboards are a great way to introduce, explore, or expand language potential. You can use and reconfigure any of the six sample keyboards that come with Speaking Dynamically, or create your own to meet your needs.
- The on-screen displays can hold 40 pages of text that you can speak, print, save, retrieve, and edit.
- You can adjust the font, size, and color of the text to meet visual needs.
- Built-in Word Prediction allows up to 10 suggested words the user can select to increase text input speed.
- Abbreviation Expansion lets you define letter combinations that will expand into frequently used phrases, sentences, or paragraphs.
- Use synthesized or recorded audible cues to overcome visual impairments.
Speak Dynamically

Macintosh System Requirements:
- A Macintosh LC or higher.
- 4 megs of RAM and System 7 or higher.
- MacTalk v.1.4.1 is included with Speak Dynamically. The high quality version of the Bruce, Agnes, and Victoria voices require 8 MB of RAM. All other voices require a minimum of 4 MB of RAM. If possible, you will want to use the high quality voices.
- Speak Dynamically only includes the pictures in the sample boards and about 25 pictures in the Boardmaker Demo. If you need to use pictures, you will also want the Boardmaker program (see page 26). The Boardmaker program provides access to over 3,000 Picture Communication Symbols in Books I, II, and III. Users that are readers, however, may not require pictures.

Optional equipment or software:
- A switch interface is required if you need to plug single or multiple switches into your Mac (see page 36).
- A touchscreen for your Mac (see page 35).
- A touchscreen for the Powerbook (see page 35).
- IntelliKeys, an alternate keyboard (see page 36).
- MultiVoice, the highest quality speech synthesizer available (see page 36).
- A device to run a PowerBook from a wheelchair battery. Call our office for additional information.

M141 Speak Dynamically* (Mac) $299.00
*Boardmaker software program required for picture symbol use (see page 26).

M143 Speak Dynamically Multi-location Site License for 5 Users (Mac) $1000.00

Version 1.2 Upgrade Information

To upgrade an older version of Speak Dynamically or Talking Symbols to Version 1.2, we are asking that you return the #1 disk from your old program. To save time and phone calls, include the following information with your upgrade order:
- Your registration number
- The name you would like on the disk as the registered user.
- The #1 Speak Dynamically disk

M142 Speak Dynamically version 1.2 Upgrade (Mac) $49.00

High Quality Spanish Voices

Introducing Carlos and Catalina! MacTalk now gives you Mexican-Spanish text-to-speech voices.

M145 MacTalk Mexican/Spanish Voices (Mac) $25.00

Using these Speak Dynamically displays, Kim Voss has seen her daughter go from little or no speech to a growing functional vocabulary which expresses her wants and needs. Kim is highly enthusiastic about her daughter’s success.

Sentence Key & Picture Sentence Key

Developed by Ann K. Morgan

Language structuring software for children with autism and other language disorders.

Picture Sentence Key is a HyperCard stack for the Macintosh computer. The program is designed to teach students basic phrases by helping them learn the concept “who” is “doing” “what.” Using the program helps children understand how words are grouped together to create simple statements. The picture choices consist of 5 people in the “Who” list, 6 verbs in the “Doing” list, and 19 items in the “What” list. An animated picture is provided for each combination.

Sentence Key is an additional stack provided for readers in which words are selected instead of symbols.

The Sentence Keys may be accessed by mouse, joystick, touchscreen, or a single switch (both Sentence Keys programs scan). Using a single switch requires a Mac switch interface (see page 36).

M170 Picture Sentence Key & Sentence Key HyperCard Stacks (Mac) $89.00

M171 Picture Sentence Key Multi-location Site License for 5 Users (Mac) $225.00

See, Hear, and Say

By Kim Voss, Parent

Over 75 Speaking Dynamically displays to encourage speech, listening skills, increase basic vocabulary, and practice speech production.

*These displays are for people who have Boardmaker and Speak Dynamically software programs.

See, Hear, and Say is a set of over 75 symbol displays designed for use with students who are just beginning to use speech. Displays consist of pictures of beginning vocabulary words which are organized in phonological order similar to articulation programs. Pictures are sorted by beginning sounds, ending sounds, vowels, and blends. When a picture is selected using the Speaking Dynamically program, a girl’s voice will say the word in clear digitized (recorded) speech. To use the program, the user is encouraged to select a picture symbol, listen to the word, and then say the word. Many users will be able to work on the displays independently at their own pace, allowing them to use the displays over and over again while learning new vocabulary words.

Each of the 75 displays contains 8 symbols and comes in three formats:
- Speaking Dynamically displays (requires 9 megs and Speak Dynamically).
- Color Boardmaker displays (requires 4 megs, Boardmaker, and a color printer).
- A booklet of black and white displays for use with a copy machine.

M188 *See, Hear, and Say (Mac) $29.00
I Can Play, Too!™

By Patricia L. Nervine, M.A., CCC-SLP and
Dill Ziegler, M.A., Technology Consultant

Allows a student with special needs to be included while playing games!

Have your nonspeaking students use the Macintosh for communication while playing their favorite games. I Can Play, Too! is a set of on-screen communication boards with clear enthusiastic speech. Students may select things to say such as “You dirty rat,” “Sorry Charlie,” “Your turn,” and more. The screens of sayings correlate with the games:

- Go Fish
- Cootie®
- Checkers
- Red Light, Green Light
- Battleship® (does not scan)
- General Board Games
- Go Fish for Color - New

Program Features:
- A delightful child’s human voice (with a flair!).
- Touches of animation, including a trembling musical die.
- A manual with good, practical adaptation information.
- Multiple access methods including scanning.

A good program for switch training!

M180  I Can Play Too! (Mac) $89.00
M181  I Can Play Too! Multi-location Site License for 5 Users $225.00

Five Finger Typist

A typing tutor for one-handed typists!

Five Finger Typist is a structured typing program for the Macintosh. It provides a complete set of typing lessons for both the right or left hand. It teaches the technique on the standard QWERTY keyboard for one-handed typists. Users learn the home position and are then taken through a series of exercises which introduce new keys and revise keys already learned.

You will find Five Finger Typist:

- Suitable for both children and adults.
- Provides graded lessons, starting with simple exercises.
- Is a self-paced typing program.
- Provides animated hand graphics on the screen that show correct hand movement as keys are typed.
- Allows typing sessions to be printed to show a pupil’s progress.

M153  Five Finger Typist (Mac) $69.00

Talk:About®

Communication solution designed for readers!

Talk:About is conversational software for the Macintosh that lets individuals who are nonspeaking participate in real communication. Talk:About is based on research by the University of Dundee, Scotland, on the use of communication aids during social interaction. Talk:About includes tools for easy and personalized communication. Quick-Chat™ buttons speak fast greetings, attention-getters, farewells, and more. Story:Talk™, the user’s database of stories, jokes, and opinions, lets the user enter text and speak it with a MacTalk Pro voice. Stories can be saved for later retelling or editing. At last, people who are nonspeaking and have literacy skills can enjoy near real-time communication with Talk:About.

X154  Talk:About  $490.00

Co:Writer®

Word prediction for efficiency and education!

Co:Writer is an intelligent word prediction program to help you produce letters, reports, or homework faster and more efficiently. The program predicts words based on:

- subject-verb agreement
- word relationships
- grammar rules
- frequency of word use

Co:Writer gives you a choice of a 2,000, 10,000, or 20,000 word dictionary and learns your words and names as you use them. It also has a speech feature which allows you to listen to your choices. Co:Writer occupies a small portion of your screen and works in conjunction with a word processing program. As you enter text and make word selections, Co:Writer places your composition into the word processing program.

X158  Co:Writer  $290.00

Write:Outloud®

A talking word processor with a spell checker!

Write:Outloud is an easy-to-use talking word processing program with many powerful features. Included are a spell checker, quick navigational tools, and color capabilities. The program works well with the Co:Writer program listed above to give you the combination of a talking word/grammar predictor with a spell checker. The print one feature allows you to print with one click. Write:Outloud’s speech feature gives you the option of having it speak letter by letter, word by word, sentence by sentence, or the entire file.

X159  Write:Outloud  $599.00
X101  Co:Writer & Write:Outloud Bundle  $350.00
Show Me Math Software
From Attainment Company

Ideal for first time or remedial instruction.

Show Me Math is for anyone regardless of age who needs help learning basic math. Illustrated with lively animated characters, each program features assessment and instructional modes. The assessment mode helps determine student deficits, evaluate progress, and helps you write IEPs. In the instructional mode, students respond using the keyboard, clicking on a number or getting help by a short animated movie.

R100 Show Me Addition/Subtraction (Mac) $59.00
R101 Show Me Multiplication (Mac) $59.10
R102 Show Me Division (Mac) $59.00
R103 Math Bundle (all 3 programs) $139.00

ClickIt
From IntelliTools

ClickIt is a utility program which gives the user the ability to set up hot spots for scanning in other computer programs. Hot spots are the items on the screen that will be scanned. This allows any Mac program to be set up to scan. The scanning ability is especially useful for basic programs that require a mouse click to activate something on the screen. Scanning may be done in auto, step, and directional scan. When using external switches, a switch interface is needed to connect the switch to the Macintosh.

X162 ClickIt (Mac) $99.95

Storytime Tales
From Don Johnston Incorporated

Storytime Tales is a software program for the Macintosh which acts as an animated picture book to introduce beginning literacy activities to young children. The stories Forgetful’s Secret, Dirty Duds, and Bobby, Bobby, What Did You Do? are taken from the Storytime book by Pati King-DelBianco (see page 11). Storytime Tales are based on everyday activities like baking a cake, washing clothes, and learning body parts. Color graphics and real human voices make the computer screen come to life. Children can choose to go all the way through a story or go back and reread their favorite parts. Words are highlighted as they are read. Pages may be turned using the mouse, keyboard, single switch or touch screen.

X155 Storytime Tales (Mac software) $95.00

The American Sign Language Dictionary
on CD-ROM by Martin L. A. Sternberg

The American Sign Language Dictionary on CD-ROM is an outstanding resource for learning and reinforcing sign language skills. The program includes actual signing demonstrations using real people, practice drills, and comprehensive reference material and resources. Over 2000 signs chosen by sign language authority Martin Sternberg are presented in video simulations. In addition, the most widely used words and phrases are demonstrated, with zoom-in and slow-motion videos for closer study. The signs may be found by typing in words in English, Spanish, German, French, or Italian.

Mac System Requirements:
• Mac with 35 MHz 68030 processor or better, System 7 or higher
• 4 MB RAM, 8 MB recommended
• 13" (or larger) 256-color monitor
• double-speed CD-ROM drive

PC System Requirements:
• 386/20 PC or compatible (486 recommended)
• Microsoft Windows 3.1 or Windows 95
• 4 MB RAM, 8 MB recommended
• 13" (or larger) 256-color monitor
• double-speed CD-ROM drive
• sound card and speakers

Macintosh TouchWindow®
From Edmark Corp.

This touchscreen is external to your Macintosh. It is plugged into the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port of your Mac and will work with any Mac software. The screen is attached to the front (edges) of your monitor, with velcro and may be taken off if you prefer to use the touchscreen on your lap or beside your keyboard. The screen is designed for use with a 12" 14", 15" or 15" monitor. It does not mount well on the PowerBooks and is not recommended for that use. Because an ADB bus is required, the TouchWindow will not work with the Mac Plus or older computers. The price includes everything needed.

X085 Macintosh TouchWindow (Mac) $335.00
U.S. Shipping $6.00
Canada Shipping $9.00

PowerBook Touchscreens

This touchscreen is installed inside the cover of the PowerBook. A 3" by 4" controller is mounted on the back of the lid which plugs into the ADB Bus.

X070 *Type I PowerBook Touchscreen (Mac) $959
Call before sending in your computer for touchscreen installation.
U.S. Shipping $35.00 (2nd day air) Canada Shipping—call.

The touchscreen for the 190 and 5300 series PowerBook is under development and will be different from the product shown in the picture. There may be an option of an amplified speaker with the touchscreen. The price of the new touchscreen will be higher. Call our office for details, prices, and availability.

X071 *Type II PowerBook Touchscreen (Mac) $75; all for price
*For PowerBooks 190, 190C, 5300CS, and 5300C

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0064 • Fax (619) 550-0049

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 • Fax (619) 550-0049
IntelliKeys
From IntelliTools

IntelliKeys is an alternate keyboard which provides large keys that are easy to see and touch. Interchangeable overlays are included. The unit comes complete with a cable and plugs into any Macintosh ADB Bus port. No additional software or interface is needed.

X908 IntelliKeys (Mac) $395.00
U.S. Shipping $6.00
Canada Shipping $9.00

Buddy Buttons
From TASH

Buddy Buttons are single switches which may be used to send a click to a computer when using a scanning program. You will need a switch interface in order to plug the switches into the computer.

X068 Buddy Button (Green) $39.00
X069 Buddy Button (Red) $39.00

Switch Adapted Joystick
From RJ Cooper

The Switch Adapted Joystick plugs directly into your Mac ADB Bus port and is ready to use. The joystick can also act as a limited switch interface because it contains two switch inputs which will accept switches. One of the inputs is for a click and the other is for a double click.

X048 Switch Adapted Joystick (Mac) $120.00
U.S. Shipping $3.00
Canada Shipping $4.50

Macintosh Switch Interface
From Don Johnston Incorporated

There are no ports on a Macintosh to plug in switches. The switch interface plugs into the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port of your Mac keyboard and allows you to plug in as many as 5 switches. Switches may be used with the Speaking Dynamically, I Can Play, Too!, or Picture Sentence Key programs in a scanning mode. Because an ADB Bus is required, the Mac Switch Interface will not work with the Mac Plus or earlier computers.

X909 Macintosh Switch Interface $135.00
U.S. Shipping $3.00 • Canada Shipping $4.50

MultiVoice™
From the Institute of Applied Technology at Boston Children’s Hospital

The MultiVoice is a speech synthesizer which provides high-quality speech commonly referred to as DECTalk. Included in the unit are 9 different voices (4 male, 4 female, and 1 child). MultiVoice may be plugged into a Mac table model or PowerBook computer and used with the Speaking Dynamically program (see page 28). Both the PowerBook and MultiVoice are battery-operated and will charge during operation if plugged in. They may be mounted on a wheelchair and powered by an adapter which will draw current from a wheelchair battery. MultiVoice is 9” long, 7.5” wide, 1.5” high, and weighs 3 lbs. The price listed includes all cabling needed—plug directly into your Mac and start.

X075 MultiVoice $1195.00
U.S. Shipping $15.00 • Canada Shipping $20.00

For additional ordering information, please call the office.

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 • Fax (619) 550-0449
The Mega-Book

Display core vocabulary in the left-hand panel and you will still be able to turn pages without covering up the core vocabulary!

The Mega-Book is a full-size folder with 12 top loading cover sheets seamed into the book. Each cover sheet holds a full 8 1/2" x 11" display. Both sides of each of the folder covers hold a display as well. When used at full capacity, the Mega-Book holds 28 8 1/2" x 11" displays plus an additional half-page cover which is used to display common vocabulary. This translates to a capacity of 580 2" symbols or 2,320 1" symbols.

M760 Mega-Book * $18.00

*Note: Grids are not included with the Mega-Book. If you would like to order grids for the Mega-Book, see grids, catalog #M813, page 40. 30 grids are required to completely stock the book.

The Communication Binder

This slim binder was designed for persons with a larger vocabulary who also need a portable communication aid. The 5/8" inch 3-ring binder allows this aid to be flexible in terms of the number of pages used, changes in the order of pages, and the quick addition or deletion of special pages for holidays, shopping trips, etc. The Communication Binder comes equipped with:
- A reinforced spine to make it durable.
- A non-glare vinyl pocket on the inside of each cover to insert symbol grids.
- Five non-glare vinyl sheet protectors to hold grids.
- Ten 8 1/2" x 11" grids.
- A clear vinyl card-sized pocket on the outside containing a card to display personal identification.

The binder with grids accommodates 960 of the 1" symbols, or 240 of the 2" symbols. You may add more pages if you like. Neat, compact, and dignified!

M703 Communication Binder with grids $11.00
Note: For replacement grids see catalog #M813, page 40.

The Tri-folder

Like our communication folder, but with a third panel! For the person who needs a durable, portable communication board. This sturdy, vinyl-covered folder opens up to 29 1/2" x 11 3/4", but folds to 9 1/4" x 11 3/4". The three panels have non-glare pockets on both sides which provide spaces for six 8 1/2" x 11" grids. Display either 1" or 2" symbols. Eight grid sheets are provided.

M761 Tri-folder, with grids $9.00
Note: For replacement grids see catalog #M813, page 40.

The Communication Folder

The Communication Folder is similar to the Tri-folder, except that it has two panels. It opens to 19 1/4" x 11 3/4" and holds four 8 1/2" x 11" grids. The five grid sheets provided may be used to display either 1" or 2" symbols. Lightweight, yet sturdy and easy to handle.

M753 Communication Folder, with grids $6.00
Note: For replacement grids see catalog #M813, page 4C.

Mid-sized Communication Book

A small-sized book that accommodates 2" size symbols! This book measures 5 1/4" x 6 3/4", which fits in a purse or large pocket. It comes with 12 or 20 non-glare top loading pages. The 12-page book provides space for 144 2" symbols or 576 1" symbols. The 20-page book provides space for 240 2" symbols or 960 1" symbols. Both sizes come with a grommet (see note on grommets, page 40) and a reinforced spine.

M784 12-page Mid-sized Com. Book* $9.00
M783 20-page Mid-sized Com. Book* $11.00
*Note: Grids are not included for the mid-sized book. If you would like to order grids, see catalog #M826 on page 40. 12 grid sheets are needed for the 12-page book, 21 grid sheets for the 20-page book.

Long Wallet

The long wallet carries up to 576 1" symbols and fits nicely into a back pocket or purse. The design is similar to our Double Pocket-sized book, only longer. It measures 4" x 8 1/2" and has 12 non-glare top loading page covers inside. The Long Wallet comes with a grommet. If you need an attachment for carrying it in the back pocket, the clip with chain (M786) works best.

M782 Long Wallet, with grids $8.00
Note: For replacement grids see catalog #M825, page 40.

Double Pocket-sized Communication Book

Do you love the size of our Pocket-sized Communication Book but need more space for symbols? This book holds twice as many symbols. It measures 4" x 5" 3/4", which still fits in most pockets. The grids provided hold 288 1" symbols. Comes with a grommet.

M781 Double Pocket Com. Book, with grids $5.00
Note: For replacement grids see catalog #M824, page 40.

The Pocket-sized Communication Book

This book is convenient to carry in a breast pocket or hip pocket. The actual notebook size is 3 1/8" x 4 3/4". It can withstand heavy use. Pages provide space for 144 1" size symbols. Comes with an identification label to attach inside the cover and a grommet.

M771 Pocket-sized Com. Book, with grids $3.00
Note: For replacement grids see catalog #M821, page 40.
Key Return

This durable Key Return keeps small communication aids out of the way— but handy. The communication book may be carried in a pocket or allowed to hang for easy retrieval. A 24" retractable chain allows flexibility for mobile users/peers with good dexterity.

M788 Key Return with key ring $8.00

Nylon Strap

(for use with M771, M781, M782 or M784)

Each strap comes with two adjustable snap positions, a clip, and a key ring. Some possible uses are to snap the strap:

• Around a belt and store aid in pocket.
• Onto a longer cord that goes around the neck.
• Around a wheelchair price.
• Around a purse or school bag strap.

The snaps are sturdy, the key ring unbreakable, the strap washable and unbreakable, the clip easy to undo but sturdy. Tough, practical, and attractive!

M785 Nylon Strap with key ring $3.00

A Note on Grommets

We include a grommet on each of our small-sized communication aids. A grommet is a small hole with a metal ring around it for reinforcement. This hole enables you to attach the aid to something or reinforce. For those who like to keep things neat, this may be the answer.

Grids

All of the grids included with the PCS materials are printed on sturdy card stock. When there is a symbol size option, grids have 1" size squares on one side, and 2" size squares on the other side.

M821 Pocket-sized Book Grids $1.00
Set of 6 grid sheets. For 1" size symbols only.

M824 Double Pocket-sized Book Grids $1.00
Set of 6 grid sheets. For 1" size symbols only.

M825 Long Wallet Grids $1.00
Set of 6 grid sheets. For 1" size symbols only.

M826 Mid-sized Book Grids $2.00
Set of 6 grid sheets. For 1" or 2" size symbols.

M813 Set of six 8½" x 11" grids for 1" and 2" symbols $1.00

M843 Set of four 17½" x 22" grids for 1" and 2" symbols $7.00

Picture Communication Symbols

PCS Books I, IL & III 2
PCS Combination Book 3
PCS Wordlist Edition 4
PCS Combination Book - Wordlist Edition 4
PCS Stickers 5
PCS Stamps 5

Instructional Books

Engineering the Preschool Environment: Communication Displays, Blocks I & II 6
Total Augmentative Communication in the Early Childhood Classroom 8
Tools for Literacy and Communication 8
Preschool AAC Checklist 8
Quick Tech, Readable, Repeatable Stories 9
Quick Tech Magic: Magic Literacy Activities 9
Units & Units Wolf CAP Cartridge 10
Playtime 10
This Is the One I Want 11
Storytime 11
Storytime, Fun for Fun 11
Storytime, Holly Day Fun 11
Hands-on Reading & Wolf CAP Cartridge 12
More Hands-on Reading 13
Why, What and Why 13
Interactive Aug. Communication Program 14
Math Exercises for Noreaders 15
RAPS 15
Stories About Me! 15
Engineering Training Environments for Interactive, Augmentative Communication 16
Engineering Training Overlay Bks I-IV 17
Social Skills Stories 18
I Can Cook, Too! 18
LIFE-Learning Independence through Functional Experiences 19
Health Units for Noreaders 19
What's in Your Home? Community? 19
Simply Silly About Sentences 20
Introduction to Kitchen Appliances 20
Everybody's Doing It! 20
Listen to This! 21
Listen to These Noises 21
Listen to These Verbs 21

Games, Kits, & Color Cards

Picture Symbol Lotto 22
The Picture Bingo Games 22
Zoo Kit 22
Holiday Kit 22
Life Experiences Communication Kit 22
Color Cards: Food, Everyday Objects, Verbs and Home 23

Kits, Assessment, & Advisories

Communication Training Board Kits 24
Lifespace Access Profile/Upper Extension 24
Patient Care Advisories 24

Software

The Communication Board Builder 25
Boardmaker 3.0 Mac & Windows 26-27
Speaking Dynamically 28-30
See, Hear, and Say 31
Sentence Key & Picture Sentence Key 31
I Can Play, Too! 32
Five Finger Typist 32
Talk About 33
Co-Water 33
Write:OutLoud 33
Dollar & Cents First Money Software 34
Show Me Math Software 34
IntelliBooks 34
ClickIt! 34
Storytime Tales 34
The American Sign Language Dictionary 35

Hardware

Macsintosh TouchWindow 35
PowerBook Touchscreen 35
IntelliKeys 36
Switch Adapted JoySticks 36
Buddy Buttons 36
Macintosh Switch Interface 36
Multi-Voice 36
Alpha Smart Pro 37

Display Materials

The Mega Book 38
The Communication Binder 38
The Tri-folder 38
The Communication Folder 39
Mid-sized Communication Book 39
Long Wallet 39
Double Pocket-sized Communication Book 39
Pocket-sized Communication Book 39

Attachments & Grids

M786 Clip with Chain and key ring $4.00

Clip with Chain

(for use with M771, M781, M782 or M784)

The clip may be attached to a belt, the waistline of jeans, a jogging suit, purse strap, or a skirt. The 9" high-quality chain allows the user to hold the communication book far enough from his/her body to use it without having to unclip the chain.

M787 Clip with Chain $4.00

A Note on Grommets

We include a grommet on each of our small-sized communication aids. A grommet is a small hole with a metal ring around it for reinforcement. This hole enables you to attach the aid to something or reinforce. For those who like to keep things neat, this may be the answer.

Sheet Protectors

The sheet protectors are made of heavy-duty nonglare vinyl. Each protector fits into a standard 3-ring binder, and encloses grids 8½" x 11". A set of five sheet protectors with grids accommodates 800 of the 1" symbols, or 200 of the 2" symbols.

M793 Set of 5 sheet protectors, including grids $4.00

M794 Set of 50 sheet protectors (no grid) $22.00

Mayer-Johnson Co. Phone (619) 550-0084 • Fax (619) 550-0449
Distributors in Other Countries Partial list of companies that carry our material.

**Australia**
Rehabilitation Engineer ng
Regency Park Centre
P.O. Box 2438
Regency Park SA 5942
Phone: (03) 284-3824
Fax: (03) 284-6337

**Spectronics**
P.O. Box 88
Rochdale Q 4123
Phone: (07) 3808-6866
Fax: (07) 3808-6168

**Belgium**
Luc Houstyn
Halpi/Midaci/Incentra
Moorstraat 23
B-9850 Nevele (Landegem)
Phone: (32) 09-371-9687
Fax: (32) 09-371-9561

**Canada**
Betalcom / Bridges
2000 King Street West
Inglewood, ON. LON 1X0
Phone: (905) 838-1411
Fax: (905) 838-1487

Betalcom
2660 Sabourin
M. Laurent, PQ H4S 1M2
Phone: (514) 332-7000
Fax: (514) 332-7500

TASH
Unit 91 Station Street
Ajax, ON. L1S 3H2
Phone: (905) 686-4179
Fax: (905) 686-6895

**Denmark**
Knud Presman
Dahl-Ples GIAW ApS
Postboks 11
Hofhavnvej 20A
DK-3600 Frederiksbug
Phone: (64) 37 15 18 66
Fax: (64) 37 15 19 10

**Germany**
Thomas Fischer
REHACOM
Lange Straße 44
D-89192 Langenau
Phone: (09) 07345-5044
Fax: (09) 07345-5043

Christoph Jo. Mütler
INCAP GMBH
Hönselstraße 68
D-63719 Pförtsheim
Phone: (061) 3459-6303
Fax: (061) 3459-6303

**Norway**
Folke Produksjer A/S
Mellomveien 5
Postboks 123
N-4951 Risør
Phone: (47) 37 15 18 66
Fax: (47) 37 15 19 10

**Portugal**
André
Almeida Roerigas, 9C
P-1600 Lisboa
Phone: (01) 171-0170
Fax: (01) 171-0179

**Spain**
Equiplad S.A.
Carrer Bruguera, 7
E-25003 LLEIDA
Phone: (03) 73-25-93 82
Fax: (03) 73-25-93 82

**Sweden**
GISMA AB
Box 92
S-191 22 Sollentuna
Phone: (08) 02 91 02 25
Fax: (08) 02 91 02 25

Stefan Tingersmurn
Dahab Center AB
Elnauggvien 18
S-183 29 Trollhättan
Phone: (06) 87-76 25 00
Fax: (06) 87-76 25 00

**Switzerland**
Ron Jarvis
Active Communication Europe
Untere Fischbachstrasse 5
CH-8932 Mettmensteinen
Phone: (141) 767-09 93
Fax: (141) 767-09 93

**United Kingdom**
Jamie Munro
Don Johnston Special Needs Ltd.
12 Clarence Court
Calver Road, Wirral Quay
Warrington WA2 8NP
Phone: (44) 1-925 241 642
Fax: (44) 1-925 241 745

**Use for software**
SEMIDC
1 Broadband Road
Watnansedges
Oldham OL4 1B
Phone: (44) 161 627 4469
Fax: (44) 161 627 2381

**Japan**
Access International Corp.
2-3 Yamancho
Inubashi-ku
Tokyo 173
Phone: (81) 03-5248-1151
Fax: (81) 03-5248-1161

**Netherlands**
Kompagnie V.O.F.
Windholtman 203 Al
3525 KV Utrecht
Phone: (31) 30-870 564
Fax: (31) 30-898 550

**Ordering Information**
- **Our address:** Mayer-Johnson Co., P.O. Box 1579, Solana Beach, CA 92075-1579 U.S.A.
- **Our phone number:** (619) 550-0084. Please call us between 9:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. Pacific time.
- **Our FAX number:** (619) 550-0449.
- **Our E-Mail address:** America Online: MayerJ@aol.com
- **Payment method:** Payment must accompany all orders received by us. Orders may be placed via a financial institution purchase order. We accept VISA/MasterCard.
- **Minimum order:** A minimum order of $25.00 is required.
- **Federal ID Number:** 93-0907455

**Shipping Charges**
- **United States orders:**
  - Computer hardware items (catalog number less than 100)
  - Computer software items (catalog number between 100 and 199)
  - Add $5.00 for each additional shipping charge (shipping charge is $5.00 total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
  - Add $8.00 for each additional shipping charge (total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
  - Computer hardware items (catalog number greater than 199)
  - Computer software items (catalog number greater than 199)

- **Foreign orders:**
  - Computer hardware items (catalog number less than 100)
  - Shipping charge listed under item price.
  - Computer software items (catalog number between 100 and 199)
  - Add $8.00 for each additional shipping charge (total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
  - Add $10.00 for each additional shipping charge (total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
  - Computer hardware items (catalog number greater than 199)
  - Computer software items (catalog number greater than 199)

**Ordering Information**
- **Our address:** Mayer-Johnson Co., P.O. Box 1579, Solana Beach, CA 92075-1579 U.S.A.
- **Our phone number:** (619) 550-0084. Please call us between 9:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. Pacific time.
- **Our FAX number:** (619) 550-0449.
- **Our E-Mail address:** America Online: MayerJ@aol.com
- **Payment method:** Payment must accompany all orders received by us. Orders may be placed via a financial institution purchase order. We accept VISA/MasterCard.
- **Minimum order:** A minimum order of $25.00 is required.
- **Federal ID Number:** 93-0907455

**Shipping Charges**
- **United States orders:**
  - Computer hardware items (catalog number less than 100)
  - Shipping charge listed under item price.
  - Computer software items (catalog number between 100 and 199)
  - Add $5.00 for each additional shipping charge (shipping charge is $5.00 total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
  - Noncomputer items (catalog number greater than 199)
  - Shipping charge is 10% of item price.
  - Foreign orders:
    - Computer hardware items (catalog number less than 100)
    - Shipping charge listed under item price.
    - Computer software items (catalog number between 100 and 199)
    - Add $8.00 for each additional shipping charge (total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
    - Add $10.00 for each additional shipping charge (total regardless of the number of software items ordered).
    - Noncomputer items (catalog number greater than 199)
    - Shipping charge is 15% of item price.

**Foreign orders are shipped via surface. If you would like your purchase shipped via air please call, write, or fax for shipping charges. Please note it can be very expensive to ship via air.**